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Abstract—Containing the medical data of millions of patients, clinical
data warehouses (CDWs) represent a great opportunity to develop
computational tools. Magnetic resonance images (MRIs) are particularly
sensitive to patient movements during image acquisition, which will result
in artefacts (blurring, ghosting and ringing) in the reconstructed image.
As a result, a significant number of MRIs in CDWs are corrupted by
these artefacts and may be unusable. Since their manual detection is
impossible due to the large number of scans, it is necessary to develop
tools to automatically exclude (or at least identify) images with motion in
order to fully exploit CDWs. In this paper, we propose a novel transfer
learning method for the automatic detection of motion in 3D T1-weighted
brain MRI. The method consists of two steps: a pre-training on research
data using synthetic motion, followed by a fine-tuning step to generalise
our pre-trained model to clinical data, relying on the labelling of 4045
images. The objectives were both (1) to be able to exclude images with
severe motion, (2) to detect mild motion artefacts. Our approach achieved
excellent accuracy for the first objective with a balanced accuracy nearly
similar to that of the annotators (balanced accuracy>80 %). However, for
the second objective, the performance was weaker and substantially lower
than that of human raters. Overall, our framework will be useful to take
advantage of CDWs in medical imaging and highlight the importance of
a clinical validation of models trained on research data.

Index Terms—Clinical Data Warehouse, Deep Learning, Motion, MRI

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, hospitals have created clinical data warehouses (CDWs)
that gather medical images from thousands to millions of patients [1–
3]. These resources represent an exceptional opportunity to develop
computational tools [4]. In contrast to research datasets where acqui-
sition protocols are well standardised, the quality of CDW images
is highly heterogeneous. Images come from different hospitals over
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several decades and diverse machines are used with no homogeni-
sation on the acquisition parameters [3]. Once an image is acquired
at the hospital, it will immediately be saved in the picture archiving
and communication system (PACS), meaning that a non negligible
number of unusable images will be archived. For instance, if a patient
moves during the acquisition, the corrupted image will still be stored
in the PACS. Therefore, quality control (QC) is a fundamental first
step before developing any machine learning project on a CDW.

Magnetic resonance (MR) images are sensitive to motion induced
by patient movement during the acquisition process. As they require
a long acquisition time, subjects are likely to move during the
examination, which causes artefacts in the reconstructed image. This
will appear as blurring, ringing, ghosting or signal loss depending
on the timing and spatial changes during acquisition [5]. Thus,
motion can be a serious confounding factor for further neuroimaging
analyses. This can have dramatic consequences when the presence of
motion artefacts is correlated with a diagnosis of interest (e.g. patients
with a specific disease have a tendency to move more often) since it
would lead to biased models. Previously, based on a CDW gathering
data from 39 different hospitals, we found that 25 % of MRI were
considered totally unusable for further processing, and almost a third
had a very low quality especially due to motion [6]. Another study
conducted in a single hospital showed that the prevalence of repeating
an MRI examination due to the presence of motion was up to 20 %
of all the acquisitions [7]. Beyond the cost that this represents for
hospitals, these studies are highlighting the fact that many images
present in the PACS are simply unusable, often because corrupted by
motion artefacts. Therefore, it is important to be able to automatically
exclude such images before conducting any study on a CDW. What’s
more, several works [8–10] have shown the impact of motion in the
use of brain imaging software packages such as Freesurfer [11] or
SPM [12]. The presence of motion artefacts induces a constant bias
in the morphometric analyses, leading to a reduced estimation of the
grey matter volume [9] as well as of the cortical thickness [8].

Quality control is needed to fully exploit the potential of CDWs
and important efforts have been made to propose automatic QC tools,
including the detection of motion artefacts [13–17]. Esteban et al.
[13] introduced MRIQC, a pipeline for the automatic QC of 3D
brain T1-weighted (T1w) MRI based on image quality measures
(IQMs). It enables the extraction of IQMs such as the signal-to-
noise ratio, the contrast-to-noise ratio or the volume of grey and
white matter. This method relies on an extensive pre-processing
pipeline using neuroimaging software packages such as ANTs [18]
and FSL [19], which are only usable on good quality images and
therefore incompatible with CDWs. Sadri et al. [14] developed
MRQy, a quantitative tool to quickly determine relative differences
in MRI volumes within and between large MRI cohorts. As MRIQC,
MRQy is based on the extraction of IQMs but it does not require
extensive pre-processing thanks to an Otsu thresholding to distinguish
the foreground, which includes the whole head, from the background.
QC methods based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have
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also been proposed [15, 20–23]. They have the advantage of learning
features without knowing a priori which are the most adapted. Sujit
et al. [20] developed an ensemble deep learning model based on
CNNs to automatically evaluate the quality of multi-centre structural
brain MR images. A limitation of this work is that it relies on
images acquired following a well-defined research protocol, which
are not representative of the heterogeneity of clinical images. Lei
et al. [15] presented a multi-task CNN framework for artefact-based
MRI quality assessment, which not only provides a quality score but
interprets the cause of the poor image quality. Image rulers, which
consists of several versions of the original MRI slices with one type
of artefact (noise or motion), are used during inference time. Each
of these MRIs will be run through the trained CNN and the different
outputs will be compared with the test image. The use of a single
image ruler consisting of different versions of a single scan makes this
method incompatible with the high heterogeneity that characterises
CDWs, where different types of artefacts can coexist in a single image
(e.g. noise and motion).

Previously, we proposed a framework for the automatic QC of
T1w brain MRI in a CDW using deep learning techniques [6].
5500 MRIs were manually annotated with a three-level grade for
three characteristics: noise, contrast and motion. According to these
grades, we determined three tiers corresponding to images of good,
medium and bad quality. CNNs were then trained to rate the overall
image quality. Our classifier was as efficient as manual rating for the
classification of images which are not proper 3D T1w brain MRI
(e.g., images of segmented tissues or truncated images). It was also
able to recognise low quality images with good accuracy. While
the detection of certain features such as noise did not present any
particular difficulty for our model, the detection of motion artefacts
proved more problematic.

As motion quantification is a complex problem, particularly due
to its sensitivity to many cofactors such as contrast, there is a lack
of dataset with reliable quantitative ground truths. Some studies thus
rely on synthetic motion to detect motion artefacts in a controlled
way [24–26]. Despite the excellent results claimed in the literature,
only few papers have attempted to validate their performance on
data with real motion. And even when they did, their test sets were
extremely limited and only composed of research data [26, 27]. It is
yet unclear how they would perform on routine clinical data.

In this paper, we propose a transfer learning framework for the
automatic detection of motion artefacts in 3D T1w brain MRI from
a CDW. We generated synthetic motion in MR images of research
databases to train a CNN classifier which was validated on synthetic
and real motion artefacts. Our model was then generalised to clinical
data with an effective transfer learning technique using 4045 labelled
MRIs from a CDW. Preliminary work was accepted for publication in
the proceedings of the SPIE Medical Imaging 2023 conference [28].
Contributions specific to this paper include i) a comparison of the
two main synthetic motion generation approaches for the detection of
motion artefacts in a CDW: the image and k-space based approaches;
ii) the implementation of four deep learning architectures (Conv5FC3,
ResNet, SE-CNN and ViT) for the detection of motion artefacts;
iii) an optimisation of the fine-tuning parameters; iv) a comparison
of the proposed framework with MRQy, a QC approach based on
IQMs [14].

II. BACKGROUND

In this work, we focus on the detection of motion artefacts in 3D
T1w MRIs in a CDW. As most of the automatic QC tools rely on
neuroimaging software packages that are only usable on good quality
images, they are incompatible with CDWs. What’s more, manual
annotation of motion artefacts is a challenging task. When an image

is degraded, it may be difficult to properly distinguish motion from
noise or bad contrast. Hence the idea of simulating motion, which
can be done automatically and provides reliable ground truths.

Head motion can be well approximated as rigid body motion,
which requires six degrees of freedom, comprising three translations
and three rotations [27]. Lee et al. [29] described the two main
approaches for motion simulation in brain MRIs: the image and the
k-space based techniques.

As illustrated in Fig. 1 (left), the image-based approach assumes
that the subject takes Nt different positions during the acquisition.
First, Nt rigid transformations of the motion free image are ap-
plied before computing the fast Fourier transform (FFT). A new
k-space is then built by concatenating blocks for the Nt different
simulated positions. Finally, in order to obtain the final synthetic
image corrupted by motion, an inverse FFT is applied [26, 30]. While
in the image-based approach, motion parameters are applied on the
motion clean MRI, the k-space based method directly uses the raw
k-space to perform the simulation of motion (Fig. 1, right). In their
algorithm, Loktyushin et al. [31] start by applying the rotation to the
k-space grid and perform a non-uniform FFT. Then, a linear phase
shift proportional to the amplitude of the translation is added before
the final FFT. More recently, Al-masni et al. [32] introduced a new
approach by combining the image and the k-space based methods,
where the translation was directly performed in the k-space domain,
whereas the rotation was applied on the image. This method has the
advantage of preserving the uniformity of the k-space sampling as
the rotation is applied in the image domain.

Motion detection in MRI with deep learning techniques has been
studied in [24, 27, 33] using datasets of images corrupted with syn-
thetic motion obtained from motion free MRI. Mohebbian et al. [24]
developed a stacked ensemble model to classify motion artefacts into
five severity levels in brain MRIs. While their model was perfectly
able to predict, across different sequences (T1w and T2w), synthetic
motion artefact (balanced accuracy >90 %), their approach was not
validated on MRIs with real motion. Oksuz [33] introduced a dense
CNN to detect motion in brain MRIs and successfully validated their
binary algorithm using 28 MRIs from a research dataset (balanced
accuracy: 97.8 %). This method was also only validated on research
MRIs corrupted with synthetic motion artefacts. Recently, Sagawa
et al. [34] presented a CNN trained using images corrupted with
synthetic motion labelled with their full-reference image quality
assessment (FR–IQA) metrics to predict with a high accuracy these
metrics. Their approach enables a quantitative assessment of motion
artefacts without any reference image. The model classified real
motion artefacts from research MRIs with an AUC of 0.928.

The requirement for accurate ground truths encourages researchers
to develop solutions using synthetic data, where labels are easily
available. However, the anatomical complexity and diversity of
healthy and pathological brain tissues makes it difficult to generate
an appropriate spectrum of synthetic MRIs, which leads to poor
performance of the classifiers at the stage of inference on real
data [35, 36]. To benefit from the use of synthetic data, it is thus
important to bridge the gap between synthetic and real data.

Transfer learning applies knowledge learned from one domain
and one task to another related domain and task. In the case of
motion detection using synthetic data, if we have labels for both
synthetic and real data, we can resort to the use of fine-tuning
(inductive transfer learning). Fine-tuning involves transferring the
weights from a pre-trained network to the network to be trained.
In a classification context, a common practice is to replace some
of the last fully connected layers of the pre-trained CNN with new
fully connected layers to target the new application. Tajbakhsh et al.
[37] demonstrated that the use of a pre-trained CNN with fine-tuning
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Fig. 1. Left: Image-based motion simulation. (1) Nt rigid transformations of the motion free image are applied (here Nt = 2), (2) Fast Fourier transform
(FFT) of the original and Nt transformed images, (3) Concatenation of the Nt + 1 blocks to create a new k-space, (4) Inverse FFT (IFFT) to obtain the
motion corrupted image. Right: k-space based motion simulation. A time course example of the six parameters is displayed at the top of the figure (left:
translation parameters, right: rotation parameters). (1) FFT of the motion free image. (2) Transformation (rotation + translation) for each point of the time
course. (3) Non uniform FFT (NUFFT) to reconstruct the corrupted image (because of the non uniform sample spacing due to the rotation in the k-space).

outperformed or, in the worst case, performed as well as a CNN
trained from scratch for four distinct medical imaging applications.
Although the distance between natural images and medical images
is considerable, Ahmed et al. [38] also showed that fine-tuning
a CNN, initially trained on ImageNet, by transferring the learned
feature representations to the MRI-based survival time prediction
task, performed better than training from scratch.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

We developed an approach based on the generation of synthetic
motion to improve the detection of motion artefacts in clinical T1w
brain MR images. We used T1w images, which were acquired with
scanners from different manufacturers and different magnetic fields,
from publicly available research data sources as well as from a
CDW. Motion artefacts were synthetically generated by applying both
image and k-space based approaches using rigid body transformations
to simulate different severity degrees of artefacts. CNNs were first
trained on research databases to recognise synthetic motion, and their
performance was evaluated on real motion. We generalised our model
to the CDW by applying an efficient transfer learning technique.

A. Datasets

To detect motion artefacts in routine clinical images, we first used
three publicly available research datasets to pre-train a CNN on
images with synthetic motion artefacts. Then, images from our CDW
were exploited for transfer learning and validation.

1) Research databases: We worked with the ADNI, MSSEG,
and MNI BITE research databases to cover a wide spectrum of
pathologies that can be found in a CDW. A special attention was paid
to the search for contrast-enhanced T1w MRI as the CDW includes
images acquired with and without injection of a gadolinium-based
contrast agent.

The Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) is a
multi-site study of elderly individuals with normal cognition, mild
cognitive impairment, or Alzheimer’s disease [39]. The ADNI-1
phase included T1w MRIs acquired on 1.5 T scanners from different

manufacturers (GE, Siemens, and Philips). A two-level quality control
was performed, one related to the adherence to the protocol param-
eters and one to the series-specific quality. Part of the metadata, the
IPMOTION score indicates the absence of motion (0), or the presence
of mild (1), moderate (2) or severe (3) motion artefacts. This score
was used to select motion free T1w MRI. Our selection procedure
resulting in 1143 MR images for 70 subjects is detailed in Appendix
(Fig. A.1). We also created a small test set with MRIs corrupted by
motion artefacts based on the IPMOTION and the comments section
of the corresponding metadata file.

The MSSEG MICCAI challenge, which aim is to perform the
segmentation of multiple sclerosis lesions, includes 53 patients across
four different sites [40]. Four different MRI scanners were used: GE
Discovery 3 T, Philips Ingenia 3 T, Siemens Aera 1.5 T and Siemens
Verio 3 T. Each scan included four MRI sequences: 3D FLAIR, 3D
T1w, 3D contrast-enhanced T1w and 2D T2w. In our study, we only
considered the 3D contrast-enhanced T1w.

The Montreal Neurological Institute’s Brain Images of Tumors
(MNI BITE) database made available pre and postoperative MR and
ultrasound images acquired from brain tumour patients [41]. The
study includes 13 patients with gliomas, who underwent a pre- and
post-operative contrast-enhanced T1w MRI using the 1.5 T GE Signa
EXCITE scanner.

Demographic information for each of these databases is reported
in Table I.

2) Clinical data warehouse: The clinical routine data come from
a large CDW containing all the T1w brain MRIs of adult patients
scanned in hospitals of the Greater Paris area (Assistance Publique-
Hôpitaux de Paris [AP-HP]). The large number of hospitals being
part of the AP-HP consortium (39 hospitals) and the huge number of
images collected every day is making this CDW a good representation
of 3D T1w brain MRI that may be acquired in other hospitals.

We used the same dataset as in our previous study, where we
randomly selected 5500 images, corresponding to 4177 patients that
were acquired on various scanners: Siemens Healthineers (n = 3752),
GE Healthcare (n = 1710), Philips (n = 33) and Toshiba (n = 5) [6].

Motion artefacts were manually annotated as a three-grade level by
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TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF THE SEX AND AGE OVER THE RESEARCH (ADNI, MSSEG AND MNI BITE) AND THE CLINICAL (AP-HP) DATASETS.

Database N patients N images Age in years [range] Sex (%F)

Research databases
ADNI 70 1143 74.31 ± 7.11 [55,90] 41.43 %
MSSEG 53 53 45.42 ± 10.27 [24,66] 71.70 %
MNI BITE 13 26 52.00 ± 17.70 [31,76] 35.71 %

Clinical data warehouse AP-HP 4177 5500 55.15 ± 7.89 [18, 95] 55.39 %

two annotators. A score of 0 was given when no motion was seen,
1 when the structures of the brain was distinguishable despite the
presence of motion and 2 when the cortical and sub-cortical structures
were difficult to distinguish (Fig. A.2). Some of the 5500 images did
not correspond to 3D T1w brain MRI (e.g. because of truncation) and
were therefore not labelled with a motion score (SR: straight reject,
n=1455). If the users labelled differently a given MRI, the consensus
grade was chosen as the maximum of the two grades. The weighted
Cohen’s kappa was used to evaluate the inter-rater agreement between
the annotators and a moderate agreement was found with a score of
0.68. Among the 4045 images that were not labelled as straight reject,
2319 had a consensus motion score of 0, 1196 a score of 1 and 530
a score of 2. Patients’ demographics are reported in Table I.

B. Image pre-processing

To make the annotation process easier, MRIs were pre-processed
using Clinica [42] and its t1-linear pipeline. First a bias field
correction was applied using the N4ITK method [43]. An affine
registration to the MNI space was then performed [18]. Next, images
were cropped to remove background resulting in images of size
169×208×179, with 1 mm isotropic voxels [44]. The Z-score method,
which consists of subtracting the mean intensity of the entire image
from each voxel value and dividing it by the corresponding standard
deviation, was used to normalise the voxel intensities. Our initial aim
was to obtain a rough alignment and intensity rescaling to facilitate
annotation but this pre-processing is also useful when training CNNs.

C. Proposed approach

We developed a transfer learning approach to detect motion
artefacts in clinical images based on motion simulated on research
images. Our method is composed of two steps: (1) A pre-training
task using synthetic motion to distinguish motion-free from motion-
corrupted images, (2) A fine-tuning task to improve the generalisation
ability of our pre-trained network on clinical datasets.

1) Motion generation: Because of the lack of research dataset
with quantitative assessment of motion artefacts in T1w brain
MRI, we adopted an approach based on synthetic motion. We
compared the two main motion simulation techniques described
in Section II: the image and the k-space based approaches.
We used the open-source Python library TorchIO and its func-
tion RandomMotion described in [30] for the image based ap-
proach and the RandomMotionTimeCourseAffines imple-
mented in [45] for the k-space method. The RandomMotion
function was used with a limited number of rigid transforma-
tions (Nt = 4) due to its computation time, whereas the
RandomMotionTimeCourseAffines was applied using 200
points of the simulated time course (nT = 200).

By selecting different translation and rotation range parameters,
several degrees of motion severity can be generated. Different val-
ues have been tested in this study to simulate motion ranges of
[2 mm,8 mm] for translation and [2°,8°] for rotation.

2) Network architectures: To classify motion artefacts, we used
a CNN composed of five convolutional blocks and of three fully
connected layers (denoted as Conv5FC3) that proved successful in
our previous work [6]. Each convolutional block is made of a convo-
lutional layer, a batch normalisation layer, a ReLU activation function
and a max pooling layer. The weighted binary cross-entropy was used
as loss function. The learning rate of the Adam optimiser was set to
1e-4 and the batch size equals to 16. The model with the lowest loss
on the validation set was saved as final model. The architecture was
implemented using Pytorch and is available through the ClinicaDL
software on GitHub (https://github.com/aramis-lab/clinicaDL) [46].

We compared this network to more sophisticated architectures such
as a 3D ResNet, a Squeeze and Excitation CNN (SE-CNN) and
a 3D Vision Transformer (ViT). The 3D ResNet inspired by [47]
was previously used to predict brain age from 3D T1w MRI and
outperformed the Conv5FC3 [48]. The combination of a ResNet
with Squeeze and Excitation blocks was successfully tested on brain
tumour classification [49]. SE blocks are composed of a squeeze
and an excitation step. The squeeze operation is obtained through an
average pooling layer and provides a global understanding of each
channel. The excitation part consists of a two-layer feed-forward
network that outputs a vector of n values corresponding to the
weights of each channel of the feature maps. Whereas traditional
CNNs weight each of their channels equally when creating feature
maps, SE-CNNs weight each channel adaptively through this content-
aware mechanism. Transformers, which have become the model of
choice in natural language processing, have recently been applied
to computer vision tasks. Even if applications in medical imaging
remain limited, vision transformers have been used to perform classi-
fication (Alzheimer’s disease detection) as well as segmentation tasks
(brain tumour segmentation) [50, 51]. The different architectures
are detailed in Appendix (Fig. A.3, A.4, A.5, and A.6). The same
hyperparameters as for the Conv5FC3 were used for the training of
these networks.

3) Model generalisation using transfer learning: To detect motion
artefacts in clinical MRIs, we pre-trained a classifier on research
datasets by simulating motion. We now need to close two gaps, one
between research and clinical datasets and one between real and
synthetic motion. To do so, we chose a transfer learning method
based on fine-tuning.

The key idea of fine-tuning is to transfer knowledge learnt from one
domain to another one. We first trained a classifier to learn features
for the research datasets’ domain using motion simulation. Then, the
network was optimised again for a new domain (clinical dataset with
real motion) by allowing the re-training several layers of the pre-
training model and freezing the weights of the other layers. Thus, we
were able to generalise our model from synthetic to routine clinical
data.

D. Experiments

We performed two sets of experiments that correspond to the two
steps of the proposed approach. The first set focuses on the network

https://github.com/aramis-lab/clinicaDL
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pre-training step with research data using synthetic motion and the
second set concerns the network fine-tuning step with clinical data
and real motion.

1) Network pre-training on research data: At first, we aimed to
test the ability of the different deep learning models to detect motion
in research-quality images using only synthetic motion while training.
We performed a series of experiments on research datasets, where we
corrupted motion-free MRIs with different motion severity degrees
to study the influence of the translation and rotation ranges. The
four different architectures as well as the two motion simulation
techniques presented in Section III-C2 and Section III-C1 were tested
to determine the best approach for motion detection.

Before starting the experiments, we defined an independent test
set by randomly selecting 184 images over the three public datasets
and corrupting half of them with different motion severity degrees
(rotation: [2°, 8°]; translation: [2 mm, 8 mm])). The remaining 1040
images (520 corrupted with synthetic motion and 520 with no motion)
were split into training and validation using a 5-fold cross validation
(CV) as shown in Table A.I . The separation between training,
validation and test sets was made at the patient level to avoid data
leakage. Our model was also validated on a second small test set with
ADNI MRIs corrupted by real motion as explained in Section III-A1.

2) Network fine-tuning on routine clinical data: The second set of
experiments aims to evaluate the performance of our transfer learning
approach. This step is required because of the quality gap that exists
between research, where strict acquisition protocols are respected,
and clinical data, which suffer from a lack of homogenisation of the
acquisition parameters.

To generalise our pre-trained network on clinical datasets, we used
a transfer learning technique that consists in fine-tuning our model
on two target tasks:

• the detection of severe motion (Mov01vs2): being able to detect
these MRIs in CDWs is of great importance as subsequent
processing steps are likely to fail on these images,

• the detection of moderate motion (Mov0vs1): MRIs labelled as
motion 1 may lead to unreliable diagnostic predictions.

Before starting the experiments, we defined a test set by selecting
the same MRIs as in [6] as well as the same training and validation
splits with a 5-fold CV (Table A.II). Because of the presence of
straight reject MRIs, the different models trained in the CV were
evaluated on respectively 328 and 385 images of the test set for the
Mov0vs1 and Mov01vs2 tasks.

We also studied the influence of the number of layers to freeze
for the different architectures. To evaluate the impact of the proposed
method, we compared the results obtained with the use of fine-tuning
and by training a model from scratch.

3) Comparison with state-of-the-art QC: Several quality check
tools for T1w brain MRI based on IQMs have been developed in the
last years [13, 14]. Whereas MRIQC cannot be applied on CDWs
because of the need for extensive image pre-processing designed
for T1w brain MRI of good quality without gadolinium, MRIQY
is compatible with CDW MRIs thanks to its automatic extraction
and separation of the background from the foreground with an
Otsu thresholding. Thus, we were able to extract 13 IQMs such
as noise ratios, variation metrics, entropy, and energy criteria from
our clinical images. Thanks to these IQMs, we trained a random
forest (RF) classifier to detect the presence of motion artefacts in
MRI. We performed a random search in order to optimise the hyper-
parameters and particularly analysed: the number of decision trees,
the maximum tree-depth, the minimum number of samples per split,
and the minimum leaf samples. 300 different combinations were
tested using a 5-fold CV. To evaluate the impact of our method over

a machine learning approach, we compared the RF model with the
deep learning models fine-tuned on the clinical dataset.

IV. RESULTS

A. Validation on research data

The ability of deep learning models to detect motion was first
assessed using images from research datasets corrupted with synthetic
motion. Fig. 2 displays three corrupted images obtained with the
image and the k-space approach using different translation and
rotation ranges, and the original image without any motion.

We started by evaluating the performance of our Conv5FC3
model trained on synthetic motion when applied to our synthetic
independent test set corrupted with different motion severity degrees
(rotation: [2°, 8°]; translation: [2 mm, 8 mm]). We studied the
influence of the translation and rotation ranges by performing several
experiments with different motion severity degrees. We first trained a
model with synthetic severe motion by applying a large rotation and
translation range ([6°,8°]; [6 mm, 8mm]). The balanced accuracy
(BA) on our independent test set is excellent with both motion
simulation techniques (>98 %). We also obtained very good results
for smaller ranges of rotation and translation as reported in Table II.

Then, we evaluated the ability of these models to detect real
motion. As mentioned in Section III-A1, we defined a test set
according to the IPMOTION score. Our models were perfectly able
to detect motion on these images. No notable differences were noted
in terms of performance between the two simulation techniques
(Table II).

We also compared the performance obtained by different archi-
tectures on the same test set corrupted with synthetic motion. In
Table III, we report the results of the four architectures trained
using k-space based motion simulation with the following parameters:
rotation: [2°, 4°]; translation: [2 mm, 4 mm], as these led to the best
results on synthetic and real motion for the Conv5FC3 architecture.
The results of the ResNet and the SE-CNN were comparable to
that of the Conv5FC3 with a BA>99 %, whereas the ViT BA was
lower (BA=97.69 %). Thus, more complex networks did not provide
any notable improvement. The same conclusion was reached for the
image-based motion simulation technique (Table A.III).

B. Application to routine clinical data

The first set of experiments performed with the routine clinical data
consisted in fine-tuning the Conv5FC3 network pre-trained on the
research dataset with synthetic image-based motion to detect severe
motion (mov01vs2) by unfreezing one to five layers of the Conv5FC3
architecture. We used the same training and validation split as for the
mov01vs2 task (Table A.II). The different models trained in the CV
were evaluated on the 385 images composing the test set for the
mov01vs2 task. Best results were obtained by freezing all the layers
except the three fully connected ones (Table A.IV). All the fine-tuning
results presented below were trained using this configuration.

The results obtained with the proposed transfer learning framework
on our independent clinical test set are presented in Table IV. For the
detection of severe motion (mov01vs2), the classifier BA is almost
as good as that of the annotators, which is defined as the average of
the BA between each rater and the consensus (classifier: 84.52 %;
annotators: 86.29 %). For the detection of mild motion (mov0vs1)
the classifier BA is low (62.61 %) and lower than that of the raters
(73.21 %).

We compared the results obtained with and without fine-tuning to
measure the impact of our approach. When applying the network
trained on the synthetic research data directly to the clinical data,
we observed a large drop in performance with a particularly low
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Fig. 2. Example of motion simulation on brain MRI using the k-space (A) and the image (B) based approach with different translation and rotation ranges.
From top to bottom: motion free MRI, MRIs corrupted with a rotation of 3°, 5° and 7° and a translation of 3 mm, 5 mm and 7 mm.

TABLE II
RESULTS FOR THE DETECTION OF SYNTHETIC AND REAL MOTION IN T1W BRAIN MRI FROM RESEARCH DATASETS. FOR THE VALIDATION ON

SYNTHETIC MOTION, WE REPORT THE MEAN AND THE EMPIRICAL STANDARD DEVIATION ACROSS THE FIVE FOLDS FOR THE BALANCED ACCURACY,
SPECIFICITY AND SENSITIVITY. FOR THE DETECTION OF REAL MOTION, ONLY THE ACCURACY OBTAINED BY THE BEST MODEL OF THE 5-FOLD CV WAS

REPORTED AS OUR INDEPENDENT TEST SET CONTAINED ONLY IMAGES WITH MOTION. RESULTS ARE DETAILED FOR BOTH SIMULATION APPROACHES:
IMAGE AND K-SPACE BASED.

Cross-validation on synthetic motion Test on real motion
Motion

simulation
Rotation

range
Translation

range
Balanced
accuracy Specificity Sensitivity Accuracy

Image
[6°, 8°] [6 mm, 8 mm] 98.22 ± 1.39 99.29 ± 0.86 97.14 ± 2.33 100 %
[4°, 6°] [4 mm, 6 mm] 97.06 ± 1.47 98.25 ± 1.92 95.87 ± 1.27 100 %
[2°, 4°] [2 mm, 4 mm] 95.51 ± 2.47 98.94 ± 2.11 92.06 ± 5.76 98.41 %

k-space
[6°, 8°] [6 mm, 8 mm] 98.44 ± 0.05 97.22 ± 0.12 99.70 ± 0.01 100 %
[4°, 6°] [4 mm, 6 mm] 97.77 ± 0.03 95.56 ± 0.06 100 ± 0.00 100 %
[2°, 4°] [2 mm, 4 mm] 99.17 ± 0.03 98.33 ± 0.06 100 ± 0.00 100 %

TABLE III
RESULTS OF FOUR DIFFERENT CNN CLASSIFIERS (CONV5 FC3, RESNET, SE-CNN AND VIT) TRAINED AND TESTED ON MRIS FROM OUR RESEARCH

DATASET CORRUPTED WITH K-SPACE BASED MOTION SIMULATION.

Architectures Balanced accuracy Specificity Sensitivity Training time

Conv5FC3 99.17 ± 0.03 98.33 ± 0.06 100 ± 0.00 3 h 52 min

ResNet 99.72 ± 0.03 99.44 ± 0.07 100 ± 0.00 6 h 27 min

SE-CNN 100 ± 0.00 100 ± 0.00 100 ± 0.00 6 h 18 min

ViT 97.69 ± 0.07 98.61 ± 0.03 96.77 ± 0.04 4 h 31 min

specificity for both tasks. A second comparison was performed
between the proposed transfer learning framework and when training
with the clinical data from scratch. Our transfer learning method
achieved a gain of more than 10 percent points for the detection
of severe motion. A much smaller improvement was observed for
the detection of mild motion. The receiver operating characteristic

curves (ROC) for the detection of severe (mov01vs2) and moderate
(mov0vs1) motion in 3D T1w MRIs are shown in Fig. 3. The
AUC of the proposed approach for severe motion detection (AUC:
0.85) outperformed that of training from scratch by 5 percent points
and that of training on research datasets by 24 percent points. For
moderate motion detection, the AUC of the proposed approach (AUC:
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0.61) is only 3 percent points higher than that of learning from scratch
(AUC: 0.58).

Fig. 3. Receiver operating characteristic curves (ROC) for the detection of
severe (mov01vs2) and moderate (mov0vs1) motion in 3D T1w MRIs.

The same set of experiments was performed using the model
pre-trained on the research dataset with k-space based synthetic
motion (Table A.IV). As with the model pre-trained on image-based
motion, our transfer learning method led to a substantial performance
improvement when detecting severe motion, with a gain of 6.85
percent points in BA compared with training from scratch on clinical
data, but the improvement was limited when detecting mild motion
(gain of 1.7 percent point in BA).

Finally, we compared our deep learning method with an IQM based
approach (RF classifier trained on IQMs) [14], which achieved a
61.94 % BA for the detection of severe motion and 54.72 % for
mild motion detection. Our proposed method outperformed the IQM
approach by 8 percent points for the mild motion detection and by
23 percent points for the severe motion.

V. DISCUSSION

In this work, we developed a transfer learning framework for the
automatic detection of motion in 3D T1w brain MRI from a CDW.
After a pre-training phase using synthetic motion to distinguish im-
ages with and without motion artefacts, we enabled the generalisation
of our pre-trained network on clinical data using fine-tuning. We
validated our approach on labelled clinical MRIs of the AP-HP CDW.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose a very large-
scale validation using a CDW for motion artefact detection using
synthetic motion.

For the detection of synthetic motion on research datasets, our
model achieved excellent results with a BA over 98 % for the
image and the k-space based simulation approaches. Trained using
only synthetic motion, the model had no difficulty generalising to
real motion artefacts and was able to detect every image corrupted
with motion on a small independent research dataset. Despite the
performance obtained on research datasets, the model was not able
to generalise to the CDW (BA: 60.26 %). This poor result, with
a low specificity, does not come as a surprise. It highlights the
critical importance of validating models trained on research datasets
to clinical ones, but also the quality gap that exists between research,
where strict acquisition protocols are respected, and clinical data,
which suffer from a lack of homogenisation of acquisition parameters.
To overcome these issues, we proposed a transfer learning framework
that achieved very good results for the detection of severe motion with
a BA of 84.52 %, which is nearly as good as that of the annotators
(86.29 %) and 10 percent points higher than when training the model
from scratch on clinical data (BA: 73.75 %). The performance is
significantly different from that of a network trained from scratch
(p = 6.60×10−17 < 0.05, McNemar’s test). However, the result for
the more difficult task of mild motion detection was less successful
with a BA of 62.61 % compared to the 73.21 % obtained by the
annotators. Our two-step approach with pre-training and fine-tuning
still allowed an increase of almost 5 percent points of BA over
training from scratch on this task and the difference between the two
approaches was significant (p = 1.39 × 10−8 < 0.05, McNemar’s
test). Our method also outperformed the one proposed by MRQy [14]
that consists in training a random forest classifier with IQMs. The
proposed approach reached a BA 8 percent points higher for the
detection of mild motion and 23 percent points higher for severe
motion detection. These results highlight the limitations of MRQY
that computes IQMs between the head and the background thanks
to an Otsu thresholding. IQMs based on noise measurements such
as the coefficient of joint variation or the contrast-to-noise ratio are
much more relevant when computed between brain tissues to evaluate
how separated their distributions are and thus conclude on the overall
image quality. This is why most of the IQMs in MRIQC [13] are
evaluated between grey and white matter thanks to a substantial pre-
processing requiring good quality data that is incompatible with a
CDW.

In the scope of our work, we have been comparing the two main
approaches of motion simulation: the image and the k-space based
methods. The main limitation of the image based approach is the
restriction to a small number of positions due to the computation
time needed to reslice each of them and to compute the corresponding
FFT. For example, the time required to corrupt MRIs with motion
using 4, 16 and 128 positions is respectively 3.12, 8.93 and 63.25
seconds. In contrast, the k-space based approach using motion time
courses simulates more realistic motion by considering slow, sudden
and swallowing motion with respectively a Perlin noise, a step dis-
placement and a transient motion. Despite these considerations, our
proposed transfer learning framework obtained the best performance
with the image-based approach. As we only used motion simulation
to pre-train our model, it appears that we can limit ourselves to a
very simplified motion simulation with the image-based technique
considering four positions. What’s more, the latter allows corrupting
in a simplified way an MRI in 3 seconds where the k-space based
approach, which generates a much more complex motion, takes 20
seconds.

We also compared the proposed architecture, Conv5FC3, with the
SE-CNN, ResNet and ViT architectures. The BA obtained with the
first four networks is comparable: the SE-CNN performance (100.00
± 0.00) was slightly higher than the ResNet (99.72 ± 0.03), the
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TABLE IV
DETECTION OF MOTION ARTEFACTS WITHIN BRAIN T1W MR IMAGES OF THE CDW. FOR BOTH THE DETECTION OF SEVERE MOTION (MOV01VS2) AND
MILD MOTION (MOV0VS1), WE REPORT: THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN HUMAN RATERS AND THE CONSENSUS (MANUAL ANNOTATIONS), RESULTS OF THE

PROPOSED APPROACH (PRE-TRAINING ON IMAGE-BASED SYNTHETIC MOTION FROM RESEARCH DATA AND FINE-TUNING ON CDW), RESULTS WHEN
TRAINING ON IMAGE-BASED SYNTHETIC MOTION FROM RESEARCH DATASETS WITHOUT FINE-TUNING, RESULTS WHEN TRAINING FROM SCRATCH ON

CDW, AND RESULTS OF THE RANDOM FOREST TRAINED ON IQMS EXTRACTED FROM THE RESEARCH AND CDW DATA.

BA Specificity Sensitivity

Mov01vs2

Manual annotations 86.29 % – –
Conv5FC3 fine-tuned on CDW (proposed) 84.52 % 85.37 % 83.67 %

Conv5FC3 trained on research dataset 60.26 % 33.33 % 87.19 %
Conv5FC3 trained from scratch on CDW 73.75 % 49.58 % 97.93 %
Random forest trained on research dataset 62.13 % 85.67 % 38.60 %

Random forest trained on CDW 61.94 % 97.56 % 26.32 %

Mov0vs1

Manual annotations 73.21 % – –
Conv5FC3 fine-tuned on CDW (proposed) 62.61 % 52.00 % 73.23 %

Conv5FC3 trained on research dataset 53.18 % 17.96 % 88.57 %
Conv5FC3 trained from scratch on CDW 58.93 % 28.81 % 89.05 %
Random forest trained on research dataset 50.06 % 85.71 % 14.40 %

Random forest trained on CDW 54.72 % 85.71 % 23.72 %

Conv5 FC3 (99.17 ± 0.03) and the ViT (97.69 ± 0.07) architectures.
As the performance of the different classifiers was not statistically
significantly different (p >0.05, McNemar test), the time needed
to train the different networks allowed us to select the best model
for our transfer learning framework, namely the Conv5FC3, which
needs less than 4 hours to be trained on our research databases for
the pre-training task (Table III). By performing the comparison of
architectures on an easy task (the detection of synthetic motion in
the research dataset), we were not able to highlight the usefulness
of more complex models. To analyse their potential impact on the
performance, we could explore the optimisation of frozen layers
during the fine-tuning step on clinical data for each architecture.

One of the limitations of our study is the pre-processing needed
before applying our model, which might prevent its direct application
to new data. Our motion detection model was trained using T1w
MRIs pre-processed with the t1-linear pipeline of Clinica [42].
This pre-processing step includes an affine registration to the MNI
space that facilitates the manual annotation for the graders. Such
spatial normalisation could also be beneficial when training neural
networks as it reduces the variability between the images. Another
limitation is the annotation process of the CDW images. As the IT
environment is extremely limited and data cannot be downloaded
locally, the annotations performed in our previous study had to rely
on only three slices (a central slice in each plane). Thus the annotators
may have missed some artefacts [6]. Finally, it would be interesting
to study in the future the potential generalisation of such QC models
to other MRI sequences available in CDWs, such as FLAIR.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, we proposed a transfer learning framework for the
automatic detection of motion artefacts of 3D T1w brain MRI which
was validated on a large clinical data warehouse. We trained and
validated different CNNs on three research datasets using motion
simulation and we successfully tested them on an independent test
set with synthetic and real motion. We were able to generalise our
pre-trained model to clinical images thanks to the motion labelling
of 4045 MRIs. Our deep learning classifier was almost as reliable
as manual rating for the detection of severe motion artefacts. Our
work demonstrated the usefulness of synthetic motion to improve
the detection of motion artefacts in MRI, as well as the crucial need
of transfer learning to generalise model trained on research to routine
clinical data.

APPENDIX

Fig. A.1. Selection process for ADNI MRIs based on the IPMO-
TION and on the comments section. MRIQUALITY.csv and MAYO-
DRIL MRI IMAGEQC.csv are provided by ADNI whereas ADNI BIDS.csv
was obtained with the Clinica software [42]. The ADNI Participant ID (PTID)
consists of 3-digit site number, a single character identifier, followed by a
sequential 4-digit subject number reflecting the chronological order in which
the ID’s are assigned across sites.

TABLE A.I
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TRAINING, VALIDATION AND TEST SETS

SEPARATELY FOR THE ADNI, MSSEG AND MNI BITE COMPOSING OUR
RESEARCH DATASET.

Label ADNI MSSEG MNI BITE Total

Training Motion 400 19 9 428
No motion 400 19 9 428

Validation Motion 86 4 2 92
No motion 86 4 2 92

Testing Motion 85 3 2 90
No motion 86 4 2 92
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Fig. A.2. Top : Example of three T1w MRI with “real” motion from the
ADNI dataset. All MRIs were labelled with an IPMOTION of 3. Bottom :
Example of three T1w MRI from the AP-HP CDW. From top to bottom:
motion-free MRI (mov0), mild motion (mov1), severe motion (mov2).
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TABLE A.II
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TRAINING VALIDATION AND TEST SETS

SEPARATELY FOR THE TWO FINE-TUNING TASKS ON THE AP-HP CDW:
THE DETECTION OF SEVERE (MOV01VS2) AND MODERATE (MOV0VS1)

MOTION.

Label N° of images
Mov0vs1 Mov01vs2

Training
Motion 0 1681 1681
Motion 1 859 859
Motion 2 - 379

Validation
Motion 0 428 428
Motion 1 219 219
Motion 2 - 94

Testing
Motion 0 210 210
Motion 1 118 118
Motion 2 - 57

TABLE A.III
RESULTS OF FOUR DIFFERENT CNN CLASSIFIERS (CONV5 FC3, RESNET,

SE-CNN AND VIT) TRAINED AND TESTED ON MRIS FROM OUR
RESEARCH DATASET CORRUPTED WITH IMAGE-BASED MOTION

SIMULATION. WE REPORT THE PERFORMANCE OBTAINED BY THE BEST
MODEL OF THE 5-FOLD CV.

Architectures Balanced Accuracy Specificity Sensitivity
Conv5FC3 100 100 100
ResNet 100 100 100
SE-CNN 99.21 98.41 100
ViT 96.88 98.61 95.16
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